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Describe different types of documents that may be produced from notes and

the formats to be followed. MemoThe format will include “ To... From... Ref...

Date...”  and  then  the  relevant  information  being  communicated.

LetterPrinted  on  company  header  paper,  listing  reference,  date,  name,

address, subject,  letter content, yours faithfully/yours sincerely,  signature,

name and job title, Enc (if applicable). Also if the letter is confidential this

must  be  stated.  Report  Title,  introduction,  body  of  report,  a  conclusion,

consistency of format is essential i. e. using the same paragraph spacing and

font size/style throughout content of report. Results This may apply if you

work in a medical environment. 

Accuracy is 100% essential for this type of document, a mis-spelt medical

word  or  incorrect  name  can  change  the  whole  meaning  of  someone’s

medical results and this could have major implications for the person and

company. Therefore checking of this type of document requires extra care

and normally is checked by another person before being distributed. Minutes

Will include the title of the meeting, the date it was held, the names of the

people who attended and were absent i. e. apologise. 

The main issue discussed will be listed and what action needs to take place.

Agenda Will  include apologise  for  absence,  minutes  of  previous  meeting,

matters  arising,  any  other  business,  date  and  time  of  the  next  planned

meeting. Forms Will be formatted in a way that is consistent with other in

house documents. The purpose of the form will be taken into account, who

the intended users will be. Creating forms may require several drafts before

agreeing on a final copy. 
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Explain the difference between producing text from own notes and producing

text from others notes. 

Key differences: a) Handwriting styles vary between every person, reading

notes in  your  own handwriting  is  always easiest  and you may encounter

problems  reading  and  understanding  someone  else’s  handwriting.  b)

Abbreviations- if  notes have been passed down from a senior member of

staff or from a member of staff who has worked at the company longer they

may abbreviate words differently or be able to abbreviate more details than

you may be aware of. c) Shorthand is using symbols to write text faster and

more briefly than writing the term in full; problems can be very common if

both users don’t understand shorthand and its meaning. d) Details and level

of detail can vary considerably from person to person. Where one person

may have a good memory for details and wouldn’t feel the need to make as

many notes, another person with a poor memory for detail would make more

notes to ensure they don’t miss any details that could end up being vital

information.   Understand the purpose and benefits of following procedures

when preparing text from notes. 

Explain  the  benefits  of  agreeing  the  purpose,  format  and  deadline  for

preparing text from notes. The value & benefits of agreeing the purpose,

format & deadline for texts is that everybody knows what they are doing &

when it is due. It also avoids work having to be redone at the last minute if

the format is agreed beforehand. 

Explain  the  purpose  of  accuracy,  including  spelling,  grammar  and

punctuation,  when  preparing  text  from  notes.  The  main  purpose  in  the

correct use of grammar, punctuation and spelling is ensuring the receiver of
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the information reads it accurately. Additionally to this when given a task to

do  your  employer  expects  you  do  it  perfectly.  When  a  document  has

inaccuracies,  readers  tend  to  distrust  everything,  including  the  statistics,

opinions, and facts. This would be relayed back to your employer who would

themselves lose confidence in your ability. For progression in your company

you need to ensure you carry out all tasks are done to a certain standard. 

Describe ways of checking finished documents for accuracy and correctness

and  the  purpose  of  doing  so.  You  check  for  accuracy  and  correctness

because it makes it easier for someone to understand you. When you use

correct grammar, you make it easier for people to understand your ideas.

Correct spelling helps people know what word you are using. You may know

what word you meant with your misspelling, but a lot of other people will not.

If people have no idea what you want, they will not be able to provide you

with what you want. Fortunately, word processors have spell checkers. 

The first thing you do when you type anything into a computer is spell check

it. Spell checkers are not totally accurate. You will need to add new words

when you are sure you have spelled them correctly. When all of the words in

a  sentence  are  spelled  correctly,  use  a  grammar  checker  these  are  not

always 100% accurate but if you have a poor skill  with grammar this can

help a lot. Then after you have written and checked each sentence, read the

entire  document  aloud.  See if  it  makes sense,  you can also  ask another

colleague to proof read your work especially if it is an important document

that you want to make sure is correct before showing to a senior member of

staff. Having a proof reader can highlight problems as they are a fresh set of

eyes that have not read the document prior. 
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Explain the purpose of storing text and notes safely and securely and ways

of doing so. Any documentation of even minor importance should always be

stored safely via, digital storage or physical storage E. g. filing cabinet as it

may  be  required  in  the  future  for  other  projects,  thus  increasing  its

importance. Plus if it is of a confidential nature the record/s must be kept

safe as not too breech the Data Protection act (DPA) Files and records should

be stored  to  comply  with  your  companies/DPA regulations  to  ensure  the

safety of said documentation/data. 

The reason we storing text and notes is they may contain sensitive data i. e.

personal details taken over the phone, or the text/notes may come in useful

at  a  later  date  for  examples  Jane  Doe  took  notes  at  her  monthly  work

meeting these notes contained dates of training meetings, she stored these

notes in her filling cabinet, due to technical difficulties the senior manager of

her department lost the training dates Jane was able to help her manager

out by providing him with the dates of the training meetings. 

Explain the purpose of confidentiality and data protection when preparing

text from notes. Any form of personal information held about a person within

a company is protected under the Data Protection Act this means all data

should be kept confidential and that ideally a maximum of 2 people will ever

see it. When preparing text/a document from notes (in particular the notes

from another member of staff) you may deal with these forms of sensitive

data: 

• Full names • Contact details (including address and telephone numbers) •

Account numbers and banking details • Credit card details If any of these

details became compromised the company and the person responsible for
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the  leak  of  information  will  be  held  responsible  and  accountable  for  the

security breech and can/will be prosecuted. Making sure as little people as

possible see the notes you are given/using makes the chance of a security

breech minimal, and proper storage or disposal of the notes is vital. 

Explain the purpose and benefits of meeting deadlines. 

Deadlines are put in place so everyone involved knows when they must have

their section/piece of work completed by. By meeting a deadline it shows you

can work effectively and within an agreed timescale and to a set standard.

The benefits of meeting your deadline is that the project can run smoothly

and you will be credited for your work being ready on time. If you fail to meet

the deadline set and are part of a larger project your lateness can and will

affect other members within the project and can cause problems within a

team, also everyone will  have a poor view on your work commitment and

effectiveness within the team. 
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